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hall. There is just one thing worse than facing a crowded
house, and that is facing an empty one. It was an awful ordeal
I realized how much one depends upon the sympathy of one's
audience. Or perhaps its hostility, for I remember election
meetings at which speakers were aroused into splendid fury by
interruptions. But this was a small cold indifferent audience,
and oh, the boredom of repeating the story of my trip to
Moscow—I told it in halting tones, forgetting much by the way.
I stumbled over my sentences and had lapses of memory. I
wanted to stop. It was a fearful temptation to behave like a
temperamental artist and simply say, "I can't." But with a
stern sense of duty I struggled on.
My return to New York on the night train was my first
experience of American sleeping-cars, and a more uncomfortable
and sleepless night it would be hard to imagine. How the
comfort-loving Americans can stand such methods of night
travel it is hard to understand.
Mr. Lee Keedick was very disappointed and much perturbed
by my Pittsburg failure. To him it was unaccountable. He
tried nevertheless, to fix up a Washington lecture, but strangely
enough he could not secure a hall. Whatever he tried to do he
found himself checkmated. Such a thing had never happened
to him before. At Philadelphia, the same result. I understood
at once, but guileless Mr. Keedick was at a loss. He was
accustomed to exploit normal personalities such as Philip
Gibbs, Chesterton, Drinkwater, etc., concerning whom no
political problems could arise.
The hopelessness of going on lecturing about Moscow was
evident to me. I longed to be released from my contract* I
consulted Mr. Bernard Baruch, an outstanding figure amid the
mass of strangers whom I had met, whose kindliness and under-
standing prompted me to turn to him for advice. He was sure
I could get out of my contract and urged me to do so; he even
thought Mr. Keedick might be glad! And so it happened.
Mr. Keedick released me and we parted with mutual compli-
ments and goodwill.

